
Reviewing & Updating Teammate Availability

Teammates have the ability to designate their unscheduled time as Available or Unavailable in Workforce 

Dimensions. This availability designation can help schedulers prioritize the best candidates to send SMS 

messages regarding open shifts and urgent staffing needs. 
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Note: Teammates do not have a default availability in Workforce Dimensions. 

Refer to page 2 of this job aid to set default availability patterns for your 

department. 

Viewing Teammate Availability in the Schedule

1. Load your department schedule. 

2. Click the Show/Hide icon and ensure the Availability 

boxes are checked. 

3. Click Apply. The schedule will overlay with Green & 

Pink.

Green indicates available time.

Pink indicates unavailable time.

Note: If an Open Shift needs to be filled on a particular day, Schedulers may consider 

calling teammates with Green availability before those who have marked their time 

unavailable in Pink.
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Assigning a Default Availability Pattern

In order to maximize call list and SMS functionality, all teammates need to be assigned Available by 

default. This will also reduce the amount of time spent in Dimensions as teammates will only need to 

designate Unavailable time while still receiving SMS notifications for open shifts when they are Available. 

You can assign a default availability pattern to one or multiple teammates at once. 

1. Select all appropriate teammates in the schedule 

using the checkboxes next to their names.

2. Right-Click then select Schedule Pattern. The 

Schedule Pattern Editor will display.

3. Click Pattern Template, then type “Default 

Availability” in the search box. Click the Default 

Availability Pattern Template.

4. Click Apply, then save your schedule. Teammate 

schedules should now appear with a green 

background color indicating they are Available by 

default. 

Note: This availability pattern only establishes a 

baseline availability for each teammate. Availability 

for singular days or times can be updated ad hoc by 

a teammate or scheduler. 

IMPORTANT: If applying an 

availability pattern to multiple 

teammates who already have 

separate work schedule patterns, 

uncheck the Override Other Patterns

box so existing schedules are not 

impacted. 
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Updating Teammate Availability Ad Hoc

1. Right-click a day in the schedule and click Override 

Availability.

2. Use the Availability dropdown to define available or 

unavailable time.

3. Click the Add Availability Segment button to add 

separate spans of time within the day.

4. If the availability span should repeat for multiple days, 

enter a date for the availability pattern to stop 

repeating.

5. Click Apply when finished. Your updates will reflect in 

the schedule.  
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Updating Teammate Availability in Schedule Patterns

1. Right-click on an teammates name in the schedule and 

click Schedule Pattern.

2. Right-click on a day in the schedule pattern and click 

Edit Availability.

3. Specify a number of days or weeks for the schedule 

pattern and/or a pattern end date.

4. Click Apply. The schedule pattern – including shifts, 

pay codes, and availability – will repeat until the pattern 

end date. 

Note: Reference the Scheduler Job Aid: Schedule 

Patterns for more information on creating & modifying 

schedule patterns
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